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social media



4th of July
An illustration I created to celebrate the 4th 
of July. This was created in just a couple hours 
using my Ipad and the ProCreate app.





Inspiration
Working for the Salvation Army allowed my to 
illustrate multiple texts including some from 
Philippians. This was used to provide some solace 
in the difficult times that the Covid Pandemic 
presented.





Christmas Posts
These are some of my favorite social media 
graphics made for the holiday season. They 
were created in the year of 2020 while the 
Covid-19 Pandemic was very new. It felt good 
to try and bring some cheer back into social 
media posts and brighten up all of our viewer’s 
feed.









Home of the Brave
Another social media graphic created in 
celebration of a holiday. The remember the 
brave men and women who gave us our 
freedom, I illustrated soldier boots using the 
colors of our country.





Snake, Dove, & Pig
These are illustrations I made on my own spare time. There was no 

official project involved, but I enjoyed trying out a new illustration style. 





infographics



Grow. Eat. 
Compost. Repeat.

Composter
was the theme of an environmentally friendly 
program encouraging people to take care of our 
planet. They held a competition that thousands 
of designers partcipated in, and this was my 
submission. 





The NWR Flyer
In need of a new flyer to shocase some 
of there best products, North West 
Remarketing came to me for a design. 
Within a couple hours, I collected 
content, organized information, and 
formatted it into an asthetically pleasing 
flyer that encapsulates the beauty of the 
North West.
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Crypto Promo 
A brand new business came to me asking me 

to format their NFT images into a nice looking 
poster while using their branding. This is the 

design I created for them.





Gallery Posters 
An artist came to Chemeketa in need of posters 

to explain her theme for her art. These are the 
posters I created. I used unique type settings 
and organic shapes to help make my posters 

visually stand out to the audience.









layout



One Magazine 
A project in which I designer the front & back 

cover, layout, and created all of the illustrations 
for the text. I enjoyed breaking away from 

regulation and diving deeper into the idea of 
illustration interacting with text. 







Princess Rosette 
One of the most enjoyable projects I have had 
the priviledge of doing: illustrating & rewriting 
a childrens’ story book! The story was based on 
“The Princess Rosette” by Madame d’Aulnoy. 
I loved finding a unique illustration style of 
abstract shapes, flowing lines, and bright color 
combinations. 













Suffering
Then Glory
Having recently written a theological book, my 
client needed someone to create an attractive 
book cover to display on amazon, audible, and 
other formats.
After playing around with a multitude of covers 
ideas, and conferring with my client, we landed 
on this simplistic, type-based design.  





The Art is Long 
Designed to attract a scholarly 
audience, this book cover was 
created in the Fall of 2020. This book 
was written to explain the practice of 
medicine through the ages, and was 
looking for something to explain the 
beauity involved in healing. This was 
my design solution. 

The Art is Long is a unique compendium of  excerpts 
from  the writing of painters and sculptors over a period 
of seven centuries, assembled and organized to present 
a fascinating, highly personal history that illuminates 
the way artists think about art. The 142 artists 
discuss technique and aesthetics, the material and 
psychological difficulties of the visual consciousness 
of the individual artist and, implicitly, the social and 
cultural values of the age in which they worked.

“This is one of those essential books which meeting, 
the reader wonders, why  on earth did no one think of 
compiling such a volume before?”
—Commonweal

“A unique anthology, fresh in content and fascinating in 
its  unexpectedness of  subject... a factual and exhaustive 
compendium... to which we can refer gratefully.” 
—The New York Times

“Everyone will make splendid discoveries in this book, 
whether historical or theoretical.” 
—Magazine of Art

THE ART IS LONG
Primary Text on Medicine and the Humanities

Edited by Alexis M. Butzner, PhD

 A
lexis M

. Butzner, PhD







packaging



May Logo 
This is a logo I created for a client who was 
in the art of multimedia and animation. 
They wanted something clean, modern, and 
somehow showed that it was a post-film video 
editor without making it too obvious. This was 
my design solution.





Portfolio Postcard
A postcard I designed for this portfolio show. 
My Design was not chosen, but I am still proud 
of  the visuals I created.





packaging



Lullaby Album Cover
“songs for rosie” by Christina Perri is the album I chose to 
create a vynal cover for. Her album was created to honor 
her stillborn baby, Rosie.  I created a cover with cooler 
colors that grow warmer as you go deeper into the gate-
fold design. I created an insert poster and some digital 
formats to aid with marketing materials.















Kay Rosé
A project in which I created a fictional company 
called “Kay” that produced rosé. This company 

was based on my grandmother who knew the 
importance of taking a refreshing brake and 

enjoying the simple moments in life. 
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websites



BlackHarpe 
Website
A brand new crypto-based company 
needed a website, branding colors, 
content, and everything else needed 
to create an identity on the interenet. 
I worked with their team to colect 
content, create icons, and produce 
oganized text.



Clutch Website
Once upon a time I worked for 
a company that had multiple 
functions and a very large 
collection of completed and 
current projects. However, they 
had no high quality photos of 
their projects and a very outdated 
website. 
This was one of the longest 
projects I worked on. I went to 
each of their project sites, took 
& editted photos, came up with 
an organized, simple layout, and 
collected content while making 
a virtual library of photos for 
everyone’s future-use. 





photography



Self Portait
Late last Fall I had a project 
that required me to take a 
creative self portait. As it 
was the first holiday season 
without my grandmother, 
I found it hard to find the 
same cheer I had before. I 
wrapped myself around in 
my grandma’s old christmas 
lights and held them close. 
In this photo, the lights 
represent how she was a light 
in my life, and how I wish I 
could be with her again. 





Engagement 
Photos
A couple asked if I could 
take their engagement 
photos in a few locations in 
Silverton, Oregon. They were 
thrilled with how they turned 
out. These are some of my 
favorites.
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